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VolleyBoard



is also

Manage multimedia Volleyball events

Volleyboard is the software for managing your Volleyball event 
on the big screen of the venue. It allows sponsors and audience 
to be part of the match, with statistics, commercials, music, 
video, replay and much more...

Score of the match - Display score and individual or teams statistic in real time. Audience can increase their technical 
knowledge and opinion about the performance of the players. They will almost think they are part of the technical staff!
Sponsors involvement - Promo videos or advertisements can be showed during time outs or at the end of each set. 
Partner’s logos can be displayed during the whole match.
Live Emotions - Spectators can see highlight and replays on the big display thanks to TV broadcast signal and they  can 
also interact with the popular Kiss cam or Bongo cam. Augmented Reality applications are in development.

VolleyBoard is:

- Official FIVB Scoreboard: When it’s 
connected with e-Scoresheet, Volleyboard 
shows real-time scoring and all that is 
required of a official scoreboard, with 
personal customization (logos, sponsors, 
etc.). You can involve supporters with huge 
team presentation before the match and 
with a visual lineup, showing the starting 
six. If there are no e-scoresheet and Data 
Volley, it can be used manually, keeping all 
of its features.
- Fully customizable: Improve the servi-
ce for the spectators. Use your team colors, 
choose which statistics you want to show, 
change the language and the background. 
Advanced options are available to manage 
automatic actions during the end of each 
rally, time outs and the end of sets.
- Full screen statistics: During timeouts 
or the end of sets it shows the statistics of 
the match or the team statistics. Volleybo-
ard can also show on the display of the 
venue, at the end of each rally, the points of 
the players who scored. All data comes in 

real time from a connected Data Volley. 
- Manage advertising spaces: Your 
sponsor will always be present in Volleybo-
ard. Audience will be able to see the score 
on the scoreboard but also the logos of the 
sponsors allowing you to suggest customi-
zed offers reducing printing costs. A user 
friendly interface allows you to manage 
your media files and display them on the 
big screen. Fixed or rotating banners are 
placed on the bottom of the screen. Speci-
fic buttons will allow you to interact with 
the spectators, displaying full screen 
advertisements, logos and other useful 
information from your commercial 
partners during time outs, or in-between 
sets. Length of the advertising is totally 
customizable, according to the sponsor 
agreements.
- Video In Connection: Connect to the 
video signal of the local television 
broadcast and show highlights, frame 
benches, players, audience, and much 
more, like the Kiss Cam and Cam Bongo, 

where the audience becomes part of the 
event! Customize your Kiss or Bongo mask 
as you like, adding your personal touch.
- Video Check Connection: Specific 
rallies can be replayed in slow motion by 
connecting Volleyboard to Video Check, the 
high speed multicamera video recording 
system. Audience will see the decisions 
taken for doubtful balls.
- Web Page: Show live results from the 
web. Enable this feature to see on the big 
screen a specific website, i.e. to know all 
the results of a championship.
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LITESCORE

E-SCORESHEET
The electronic report officially used by FIVB, 
CEV and many League and Federations

The software for volleyball statistic scouting 
used worldwide

The portable scoreboard for all needs, from 
gaming to training

Visit our website www.dataproject.com
email to info@dataproject.com

VIDEOCHECK
High speed multicamera video recording 
system
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